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Abstract
In most computer systems, software overhead dominates
the cost of messaging, reducing delivered performance, espe-
cially for short messages. Efﬁcient software messaging layers
are needed to deliver the hardware performance to the appli-
cation level and to support tightly-coupled workstation clusters.
Illinois Fast Messages (FM) 1.0 is a high speed messag-
ing layer that delivers low latency and high bandwidth for short
messages. For 128-byte packets, FM achieves bandwidths of
16.2MB/s and one-way latencies 32
￿s on Myrinet-connected
SPARCstations (user-level to user-level). For shorter packets,
we have measured one-way latencies of 25
￿s, and for larger
packets, bandwidth as high as to 19.6MB/s — delivered band-
width greater than OC-3. FM is also superior to the Myrinet API
messaging layer, not just in terms of latency and usable band-
width, but also in terms of the message half-power point (
n 1
2
),
which is two orders of magnitude smaller (54 vs. 4,409 bytes).
We describe the FM messaging primitives and the critical
design issues in building a low-latency messaging layers for
workstation clusters. Several issues are critical: the division of
labor between host and network coprocessor, management of
the input/output (I/O) bus, and buffer management. To achieve
high performance, messaging layers should assign as much
functionality as possible tothe host. If the network interface has
DMAcapability, the I/Obus should beused asymmetrically, with
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1the host processor moving data to the network and exploiting
DMA to move data to the host. Finally, buffer management
should be extremely simple in the network coprocessor and
match queue structures between the network coprocessor and
host memory. Detailed measurements show how each of these
features contribute to high performance.
1 Introduction
As the performance of workstations reaches hundreds of megaﬂops
(even gigaﬂops), networks of workstations provide an increasingly
attractive vehicle for high performance computation [3]. In fact, work-
station clusters have a number of advantages over their major com-
petitors(massively-parallelprocessorsbased on workstation proces-
sors). These advantages can include lower cost, a larger software
base, and greater accessibility. Further, the advent of high perfor-
mance network interconnects such as ATM [7], Fibre Channel [4],
FDDI [13], and Myrinet [6] present the possibility that workstation
clusters can deliver good performance on a broader range of parallel
computations.
Achieving efﬁcient communication is the major challenge in syn-
thesizing effective parallel machines from networks of workstations.
Unfortunately, to date the most common messaging layers used for
clusters (TCP/IP [9], PVM [27]) generally have not delivered a large
fraction of the underlying communication hardware performance to
the applications. Reasons for this include protocol overhead, buffer
management, link management, and operating system overhead.
Even in recenthigh speed networkexperiments,high bandwidthsare
generallyonly achieved for large messages (hundredsof kilobytes or
even megabytes) and then only with overheads of 1 millisecond or
more. Reasons for this include system call overhead,buffer copying,
network admission control, poor network management, and software
overhead . As a result, parallel computing on workstation clusters
has largely been limited to coarse-grained applications.
Attempts to improve performance based on specialized hardware
can achieve dramatically higher performance, but generally require
specializedcomponentsand interfacingdeep into a computersystem
design [16, 18, 19]. This increases cost, and decreases the potential
market (and hence sale volume) of the network hardware.
The goal of the Illinois Fast Messages (FM) project is to deliver
a large fraction of the network’s physical performance (latency and
bandwidth) to the user at small packet sizes.1 Building efﬁcient soft-
1More information and software releases of FM are available from:
http://www-csag.cs.uiuc.edu/projects/communication/sw-messaging.html .
2ware messaging layers is not a unique goal [12, 25, 30, 31], but FM
is distinguished by its hardware context (Myrinet) and high perfor-
mance.
The Fast Messages project focuses on optimizing the software
messaging layer that resides between lower-level communication
services and the hardware. It is available on both the Cray T3D
[22, 23] and Myricom’s Myrinet [6]. Using the Myrinet, FM provides
MPP-like communication performance on workstation clusters. FM
on the Myrinet achieves low-latency, high-bandwidth messaging for
short messages delivering 32
￿s latency and 16MBytes/s bandwidth
for 128 byte packets (user-level to user-level). For shorter packets,
latency drops to 25
￿s, and for larger packets, bandwidth rises to
19.6MB/s. This delivered bandwidth is greater than OC-3 ATM’s
physical link bandwidth of 19.4MB/s. FM’s performanceexceeds the
messaging performance of commercial messaging layers on numer-
ousmassively-parallelmachines[21,29,11]. Agoodcharacterization
of a messaging layer’s usable bandwidth (bandwidth for short mes-
sages) is
n1
2 , the packet size to achieve half of the peak bandwidth
(
r
1
2 ). FM achieves an
n1
2 of 54 bytes. In comparison, Myricom’s
commercial API requires messages of over 3,873 bytes to achieve
the same bandwidth. FM hasimproved the network’sabilityto deliver
performance to short messages dramatically, reducing
n1
2 by nearly
two orders of magnitude.
In the design of FM, we addressed three critical design issues
faced by all designers of input/output bus interfaced high speed net-
works: divisionoflaborbetweenhostandnetworkcoprocessor,man-
agementofthe input/outputbus,and buffermanagement. To achieve
highperformance,messaginglayersshouldassignasmuch function-
alityaspossibleto thehost. Thisleavesthenetworkcoprocessorfree
to service the high speed network channels. If the network interface
has DMA capability, the input/output bus should be used asymmetri-
cally, with the host processor moving data to the networkand exploit-
ing DMA to move data to the host. Using the processor to move data
to the networkreduceslatency, particularlyforsmall messages. DMA
transferforincoming messages,initiatedbythenetworkcoprocessor,
maximizes receive bandwidth with little cost in latency. Finally, buffer
managementshould be extremely simple in the networkcoprocessor
and match queue structures between the network coprocessor and
host memory. Simple buffer management minimizes software over-
head in the network coprocessor, again freeing the coprocessor to
servicethefastnetwork. Matchingqueuestructuresbetweenthehost
and network coprocessor allows short messages to be aggregated
in DMA operations, reducing the data movement overhead. Detailed
measurements evaluate several design alternatives and show how
3each of these achieves high performance.
The rest of the paper is organizedas follows. Section 2 describes
issues common to all messaging layers. Section 3 explains our FM
design in light of the hardware constraintsof a workstation cluster. In
Section 4, we present the design and performance of FM elements
in detail, justifying each design decision with empirical studies. We
discuss our ﬁndings in Section 5 and provide a brief summary of the
paper and conclusions in Section 6.
2 Background
For some time, researchersand even productionsites have been us-
ing workstation clusters for parallel computation. Many libraries are
available to support such distributed parallel computing (PVM [27]
atop UDP or TCP [28] is perhaps the most popular). The communi-
cation primitives in these libraries have typically exploited operating
system communication services, running atop 10 Mb/s Ethernet, or
more recently some higher speed physical media such as FDDI [13],
ATM [7] or Fibre Channel [4]. While such facilities are useful for
coarse-grain decoupled parallelism, they suffer from high software
communication overhead (operating system calls) and low achieved
bandwidth (media limits or software overhead),and thus cannot sup-
port more tightly coupled or ﬁner-grained parallelism.
Higher performance messaging systems for workstation clusters
often bypass the operating system, mapping the network device in-
terface directly into the user address space and accessing it directly
via load/store operations. Protection can still be achieved at virtual
address translation but sharing of communication resources is more
complicated. Our FM layer uses this approach, mapping the Myrinet
network interface directly into the user address space. Note that
even with a memory-mapped interface accesses can still be expen-
sive; in our Myrinet system, reading a network interface status ﬁeld
requires
￿15processorcycles. SomeATMsystemsprovidememory
mappedinput/outputbusinterfaces,butachievingperformanceisstill
a challenging proposition. For example, delivered bandwidths of 1–
3MB/s are typical [24]. Achieving high performance requires careful
management of the hardware resources by the software messaging
layer.
How deeply network interfaces will be integrated into a typical
system is a debate currently raging in the workstation cluster com-
munity. Less integrated solutions are favored by third party network
providers,giving leveragefor theirdesignsovermany systems. More
tightlyintegrateddesignsclearlymake it easierto achievelowlatency
and high bandwidth. The Myrinet hardware used for this work rep-
4resents the former approach, interfacing the network to the Sun’s
input/output bus (SBus). Consequently, many parts of the worksta-
tion architecture affect performance; in the following paragraphs we
describe the performance of these salient network and workstation
features.
Myrinet Network Features
Myrinet is a high speed LAN interconnect which uses byte-wide
parallelcopperlinkstoachievephysicallinkbandwidthof76.3MB/s[6].
Myrinetusesa networkcoprocessor(LANai)which controlsthe phys-
icallinkandcontainsthreeDMAengines(incomingchannel,outgoing
channel, and host) to move data efﬁciently. Host-LANai coordination
is achieved by mapping the LANai’s memory into the host address
space. Though the LANai integrates much of the critical functionality
(low-overhead DMA), the current version (2.3) is a rather slow pro-
cessor, a CISC architecture operating at the SBus clock frequency
(20–25Mhz) and executingoneinstructionevery3–4cycles. The low
speed of the LANai processor (
￿5 MIPS) compared to the network
makes LANai program design critical in achieving high performance.
For example, spooling a packet of 128 bytes over the channel takes
1.6
￿s, the equivalent of only about eight to ten LANai instructions!
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Figure 1: Host-to-host data path
Workstation Features
Critical issues in the workstation include the processor speed,
memory performance (memory bus) and input/output performance
5(input/output bus). While latency is important, for longer messages
the critical issue is bandwidth. To reach the network, data must ﬁrst
traverse the processor memory hierarchy(write buffer, memory bus),
then the input/output bus (see Figure 1). Because the memory bus
(MBus) has typically much better performance, the input/output bus
(SBus) is generally the bottleneck. SBus performance favors DMA,
supporting it with special burst-mode transfers which provide 40–
54MB/s for large transfers. With the Myrinet network interface, DMA
can onlyinitiatedbythe LANaiand transfersmustbe to or fromkernel
memory. For processormediated transfers,using double-wordwrites
achieves a maximum of 23.9MB/s.
We use two workstations for our measurements: a SPARCsta-
tion 20 with two 50MHz SuperSPARC processors (without the op-
tional L2 cache) and a SPARCstation 10 with four 55MHz RT100
HyperSPARCs. The multiplicity of processors is not a signiﬁcant is-
sue. The memory bandwidths of the processors are 60MB/s writes,
80MB/s reads and 52 MB/s writes, 37 MB/s reads respectively.
These memory bandwidths are greater than the processor-mediated
SBus bandwidth, and hence are not a critical performance factors.
3 The Fast Messages Approach
3.1 Illinois Fast Messages (FM) 1.0
Illinois Fast Messages (FM) is a high performance messaging layer
which is available on several parallel platforms (Cray T3D and work-
station clusters) [22, 23]. The design goal of FM is to deliver network
hardwareperformanceto the applicationlevelwith a simple interface.
FM is appropriate for implementors of compilers, language runtimes,
communications libraries, and in some cases application program-
mers.
Function Operation
FM send 4(dest,handler,i0,i1,i2,i3) Send a four word message
FM send(dest,handler,buf,size) Send a long message
FM extract() Process received messages
Table 1: FM 1.0 layer calls
Table 1 lists all three of FM’s messaging functions. There are two
callstosendmessages, FM send 4()andFM send(),forextremely
short, and somewhat longer (32 words or fewer) messages. Each
message carries a pointer to a sender-speciﬁed function (called a
6“handler”) that consumes the data at the destination. The handler-
carrying message concept is similar to Active Messages [31], but
in FM there is no notion of request-reply coupling. There are no
restrictions on the actions that can be performed by an handler,
and it is left to the programmer of preventing deadlock situations.
When a process wishes to check for and process a message, it
calls FM extract(), which dequeues and processes one or more
messages. Because host processor involvement is not required to
remove data from the network, polling is not required to prevent net-
work blockage. Similar to Active Messages, message buffers do not
persist beyond the return of the handler.
3.2 Critical Messaging Layer Issues
The primary purpose of a messaging layer is the efﬁcient transportof
data from one processor to another. Messaging layers hide the un-
derlyinghardwareandsoftwarecomponents,providingservicessuch
as reliable delivery, synchronization, in-order delivery, and collective
communication in addition to basic data movement. We are con-
cerned with minimal messaging layers, so FM includes only features
whose omission would cause major performance losses if handled in
higher software layers.
The basic feature provided by FM is reliable delivery which is
deemed necessary due to the costs of source buffering,timeout, and
retry in higher software layers. Reliable delivery alone requires the
messaging implementation to resolve issues of ﬂow control, buffer
management, and the division of labor between the host processor
and the network coprocessor. Messaging layers generally provide
ﬂow control to avoid data loss and therefore, data retransmission.
Flow control is required because all real computers and networks
have only a ﬁnite amount of buffering—ﬂow control prevents buffer
overﬂow. Optimal ﬂow control matches send rates to receive rates
with minimal overhead.
Buffer management enables the reuse of the ﬁnite host and net-
work coprocessor memories to handle incoming and outgoing mes-
sages. Buffering is employed to match rates between the host pro-
cessor, network interface, and network channels. Buffers support
different processing rates and service intervals, decoupling network,
LANai, and host. An ideal buffering scheme would allow buffer allo-
cation and release in any order at minimal overhead.
The division of labor between the host processor and the net-
work coprocessor is a key performance issue in any system with a
programmable network coprocessor. While most services can be
programmed on either the host or the network interface, balanced
decompositions allow overlapping of the two levels and supporting
7a higher message rate. Of course, conﬁgurations of host and net-
work coprocessorin which the host processoris much faster and has
signiﬁcantly more memory [6, 20, 26] (e.g. our conﬁguration) favor
assigning more work to the host.
4 FastMessages 1.0ImplementationDesign
The FM 1.0 implementation consists of two basic parts: the host
program and the LANai control program (LCP). These programs co-
ordinate through the LANai memory which is mapped into the host
processor’s address space, but rather expensive to access because
it resideson the SBus. Thus, a message transmission consistsof the
following steps: gettingthe data to the LANai (traversingthe sender’s
memory bus and input/outputbus), putting the data onto the commu-
nication channel, removing it from the communication channel at the
receiver, and transporting the data to the receiver host’s memory.
Each of these steps contributes to communication latency, and the
slowest of them determines the maximum sustainable bandwidth.
Thus, all parts of the system—both hardware and software—can be
critical. Exploiting the Myrinet’s high speed links effectively requires
careful design of both the host and LCP both to be efﬁcient and to
manage the bandwidth of the SBus and physical channel effectively.
Critical issues in the design of the FM messaging layer include
the structure of the LCP, buffer management and coordination of the
two programs across the SBus, and the design of the host program.
Careful design of all parts contributes to producing a high perfor-
mance messaging layer. To elucidate the contribution of each factor
to performance, we examine each in turn, building up from a mini-
mal networkcoprocessor programthat merely sends data across the
channel(never getting it to the hosts) to a complete messaging layer.
4.1 Performance Metrics and Measurements
To characterize communication performance, we use several stan-
dard parameters (see Table 2).
r
1 bounds the maximum possi-
ble throughput, and
t0 captures the leanness of the implementation.
Since our goal is to support short messages more effectively, we
use
n1
2 to show how successful we are in delivering good network
performance for short messages. These performance metrics are
calculated from measurements of latency and throughput.
Network latency is measured by ping-ponging a message back
and forth 50 times, and dividing to compute the one-way packet la-
tency. Bandwidthisdeterminedbymeasuringthetimetosend65,535
packets and dividing the volume of data transmitted by the elapsed
8Metric Deﬁnition
r
1 Peak bandwidth for inﬁnitely large packets (asymptotic)
n1
2 Packet size to achieve bandwidth of
r
1
2
t0 Startup overhead
‘ Packet latency (one way)
Table 2: Deﬁnitions of performance metrics
time. All measurements were taken on an 8-port Myrinet switch and
a pair of workstations (see Section 2). In all of our measurements,
message length refers to the payload (so that the reported data are
inclusive of the header overhead), and 1MB
￿ 220 bytes.
4.2 Network Coprocessor Program
The network coprocessor program is a critical contributor to perfor-
mance, incurring latency and bounding the peak bandwidth achiev-
able. Because the network coprocessor (LANai) is of modest speed,
and the LANai control program (LCP) is a sequential program deal-
ing with concurrentactivities, the organization of the LCP is critical to
achievinghigh performance. We considertwo basicimplementations
of the LANai control program’s main loop. The ﬁrst, baseline,i st h e
straightforward logical structure shown in Figure 2(a). The second
version of the LCP loop, streamed, optimizes performance by con-
solidating checks for queue management and by streaming sends
and receives to improve peak performance (see Figure 2(b)). As
computer trafﬁc is often quite bursty, streaming is likely to improve
average performance as well.
To calibrate our results and show how the LANai’s speed can im-
pactnetworkperformance,wecompareperformanceforthebaseline
andstreamed performanceagainstthe LANai’stheoreticalpeakper-
formance. Theoretical peak performance is indicated as theoretical
peak and is calculated for an LCP which does DMAs of the appropri-
ate size, omitting any pointer updates, checks for completion, queue
boundary checks, looping overhead, etc. (see Appendix A).
The main loop organization in the LCP is a critical contributor
to both latency and bandwidth for short messages. As shown in
Figure 3, baseline incurs a latency far greater than the theoretical
minimum, indicating that even mundane pointer and looping over-
headsreduceperformancesigniﬁcantly. The Baselineloop achieves
a
t0
= 4
:2
￿s, and
n1
2
= 315 bytes. Streamed improves the basic
LCP loop, achieving higher bandwidth and lower latency, especially
9send channel is available if hostsent != lanaisent and then
a packet is available on the receive channel if then
send packet from a fixed buffer location
receive packet into a fixed buffer location
lanaisent++
repeat forever
end if
end if
end repeat
PACKET sendbuffer
PACKET receivebuffer
integer hostsent
integer lanaisent /* Total  # of msgs. LCP has sent */
/* Total  # of msgs. host wants to send */
(a) Baseline
send channel is available hostsent != lanaisent and then
a packet is available on the receive channel then
send packet from a fixed buffer location
receive packet into a fixed buffer location
lanaisent++
repeat forever
end repeat
PACKET sendbuffer
PACKET receivebuffer
integer hostsent
integer lanaisent /* Total  # of msgs. LCP has sent */
/* Total  # of msgs. host wants to send */
while
while
end while
end while
(b) Streamed
Figure 2: Pseudocode for the LCP main loop
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Figure 3: LANai to LANai Performance
10for short messages. More speciﬁcally, streamed achieves perfor-
mance of
t0
= 3
:5
￿s and
n1
2
= 249 bytes. In both case,
r
1 is 76.3
MB/s, the maximum link bandwidth.2 Even without any host proces-
sor or SBus involvement, a minimal LANai control program incurs
signiﬁcant startup overhead, producing latencies much higher than
the theoretical peak. Both versions of the LCP can achieve full link
bandwidth,buttheyrequirelargemessagesto do so. In all cases,the
streamed version is signiﬁcantly better,so we build on the streamed
LCP loop from this point forward.
4.3 SBus Management
For high speed networks that interface to the input/output bus, the
speedand latencyofthatbusarecriticalperformanceconstraints. In-
teractioncostsbetweenhostand networkcoprocessorvia theI/Obus
determine the feasible architectures for software messaging layers.
However, because I/O busses are widely standardized, they form
a cost-effective interface for networking hardware vendors. Conse-
quently, they are the most common level of interface for high speed
networks. The SPARCstation’s SBus can achieve high bandwidth
only for DMA transfers (see Section 2)—a signiﬁcant performance
constraint.
Weconsidertwopossiblearchitecturesforinteractionbetweenthe
hostand LANai: all-DMA andhybrid. The ﬁrst, all-DMA, attemptsto
maximize bandwidthbyusing DMA to move databoth to and from the
network. For outgoing messages, the host copies data into the DMA
region, writes message pointers to the LANai, and triggers the send.
The copy to the DMA region is necessary because DMA operations
can occur only between a device and a pinned-down,kernel-mapped
DMA region. For incoming messages, the host writes a buffer pointer
to the LANai, and the LANai uses DMA to transfer the message
into host memory. The second, hybrid, uses the host to move data
directly to the LANai’s memory and triggers the send (both over the
SBus). This avoids the memory to memory copy and eliminates one
synchronization between host and LANai. For incoming messages,
the LCP simply DMAs messages into the host memory.
To compare performance, we measured latency and bandwidth
for a range of packet sizes, layering these vestigial host programs
atop the superior streamed LCP main loop. Time is measured from
the FM send() call until the (essentially empty) handler returns. In
all cases, data copying is achieved with a memory-to-memory copy
2At present, we cannot explain the crossover points for latency (256 byte pack-
ets) and bandwidth (512 byte packets). We are trying to track down the source of
these perturbations.
11function optimized (opencoded) for the packet size.
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Figure 4: Minimal host to host performance
Because the cost of interaction and data movement across the
SBus is high, extending the messaging layer out to the hosts pro-
duces dramatically lower performance. Both protocols for managing
the SBus produce much higher latencies for all message sizes, and
saturateatlower bandwidthsthan the underlyingstreamed LCP(see
Figure 4). all-DMA incurs a large additional latency because of a
memory to memory copy, and two synchronizations for SBus opera-
tions. However, using DMA transfers delivers high SBus bandwidth,
so all-DMA achieves
t0
= 7
:5
￿s,
r
1
= 33
:0MB/s and
n1
2
= 162
bytes. In contrast, hybrid incurs less additional latency initially, by
avoiding the memory to memory copy, and requiring only one syn-
chronization. However, because processor-mediated data move-
ment achieves lower SBus bandwidth, the SBus becomes the per-
formance limitation. The 21.2MB/s peak bandwidth approaches the
maximum write bandwidth on the SBus. Overall, hybrid achieves
t0
= 3
:5
￿s,
r
1
= 21
:2MB/s, and
n1
2
= 44 bytes.
The poor performance of processor mediated data movement
forces a performance tradeoff between short and long message per-
formance. Incurring latency degrades short message performance,
but delivers high bandwidth, improving long message performance.
To optimize short message performance in FM, we choose to use
the hybrid scheme. This choice can increase the host overhead for
messaging. Improved I/O bus bridges and higher performance I/O
busses could eliminate this tradeoff, enabling both high bandwidth
and low latency communication. Even the latency-optimized code
12Characteristic Reg. Mem. DMA region LANai
Capacity Virtual memory Physical memory 128KB
Host access Loads/store Loads/store Load/store
LANai access none DMA only Load/store
Figure 5: Memory characteristics
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Figure 6: Host and LANai queues
producesrather high absolute bandwidth,but we still must add buffer
management and ﬂow control to make the messaging layer useful.
4.4 Buffer Management
Buffer managementis a criticalissue for messaging layers, asit often
accounts for remarkably large fractions of the messaging overhead.
Our minimally-functional messaging layer thus far assumes inﬁnite
buffering; any useful messaging layer must recycle its storage. In
addition, since the host and LANai must share message queues,
efﬁcient synchronization is critical. Data can be buffered in three
locations: LANai memory, host DMA region, or regular host mem-
ory. Each type of memory has different capacity and accessibility
characteristics (see Table 5).
Because buffer management can be expensive, FM is designed
to use only four queues: LANai send, LANai receive, host receive,
and host reject queue (see Figure 6). More complex structures were
eschewed because even minimal multiplexing amongst queues in
the LANai reduces performance dramatically, and the cost of sharing
queues between the host and LANai is signiﬁcant.
Outgoing packets are copied by the host directly into the LANai
send queue, and the packet’s presence is triggered by updating the
hostsent counter in the LANai memory. The LCP then DMAs the
packet out to the network channel. To avoid write races on memory
locations, the LANai uses a separate counter to keep track of the
13LANai send queue (the lanaisent counter) which always trails the
hostsent counter by the number of packets in the queue. Allowing
each to own (and keep in a register) its respective counter reduces
the amount of synchronization between host and LANai.
For incoming packets, the LCP ﬁrst DMAs the packet from the
network into the LANai receive queue. When the SBus becomes
available,the LCP DMAs all undeliveredpacketsto the host memory.
The LANai does no interpretation of packets, blindly moving them
to the DMA region. Using the LANai to move packets to the host
frees the host to perform other computations but also enables higher
SBus bandwidths through the use of DMA. The bandwidth issue is
critical, as delivering incoming packets to the host is often the critical
bottleneck in high-performance networks,
We chose to do no packet interpretation in the LANai for several
reasons. First, the cost of interpretation in the LANai is signiﬁcant
(see Figure 7). Second, having no packet interpretation and a sim-
ple LANai receive queue structure allows packets to be aggregated
and transferred with a single DMA operation, further increasing the
transfer bandwidth and reducing overhead. This simple LCP leaves
packet interpretation and sorting to the host (separating incoming
packets from rejected packets).
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Figure 7: Host to Host performance with buffer management
Adding FM’s streamlined buffer management incurs some la-
tency, but preserves nearly all of the bandwidth of the messaging
layer. Figure 7 shows the performance of the hybrid layer, the
hybrid layer augmented with buffer management, and the hybrid
layer augmented by both buffer managementand a switch()state-
14ment to simulate packet interpretation. Compared to the hybrid
layer’s performance,
t0
= 3
:5
￿s,
r
1
= 21
:2MB/s, and
n1
2
= 44
bytes, the hybrid + buffer management layer achieves
t0
= 3
:8
￿s,
r
1
= 21
:9MB/s, and
n1
2
= 53 bytes, representing only modest in-
creases in the startup latency and half-bandwidth packet size.
The switch() statement was added in the streaming receive
loop to simulate the impact of even minimal packet interpretation.
This change has little impact on overall latency, but because the
overhead is added in the innermost loop, it is fully exposed for each
packet and therefore has a much larger impact on bandwidth than
other types of overhead. Note that the larger increase in latencyfrom
adding buffer management produces less reduction in bandwidth for
short messages. Performance of the hybrid + buffer management
+ switch() is only
t0
= 6
:8
￿s,
r
1
= 21
:8MB/s, and
n1
2
= 127 bytes.
While the peak bandwidth is nearly the same, there is a marked
increase in
n1
2 by 74 bytes. Clearly, adding packet interpretation to
the LCP would dramatically reduce short message performance.
4.5 Flow Control
The ﬁnal piece of a complete messaging layer is ﬂow control. Be-
cause all networks have ﬁnite buffering, ﬂow control is necessary
to achieve reliable delivery, ensuring a receiver has enough buffer
space to store incoming messages. Traditional ﬂow control schemes
include windows [28] which combine ﬂow control and retransmis-
sion for fault tolerance. However window protocols generally require
buffer space proportional to the number of senders, incurring large
memory overheads in large clusters.
To avoid this overhead, FM implements a return-to-sender pro-
tocol which allocates buffers to prevent deadlock at the source (the
rejectqueue),avoidingnonscalablebufferingrequirements. Inreturn-
to-sender, the sender optimistically sends packets into the network
while reserving space locally for each outstanding packet. If the re-
ceiver does not have space, it rejects packets, retransmitting them to
the sender. Successfully received packets are acknowledged,allow-
ing sourcebuffersto bereleased. Rejectedpacketsareretransmitted
eventually to ensure progress. Because each sender’s buffering re-
quirements are proportional to the number of outstanding packets,
there is no large collection of buffers that must be statically allocated.
Further, the buffer requirementsfor a particular node do not increase
with the number of hosts in the system. The idea behind return-to-
sender has been used in MPP’s such as the Cray T3D, and is similar
to deﬂection and chaos routing as used in the TERA-1 machine [2].
The well-known drawback of all of these retransmission schemes is
15that delivery order is not preserved.
Because the reject queue holds packets rejected by any node,
it can be though of as “network window” and provides an efﬁcient
use of pinned memory. Since the rejection mechanism does not
providefault-tolerance,thenetworkisassumedtobereliable,orfault-
tolerance must be provided by a higher level protocol. In the case
of Myrinet, bit errors are exceedingly rare; other sources of system
failure are much more likely. Multiple packets can be acknowledged
with a single acknowledgementpacket, and FM 1.0 optimizes further
by piggybacking acknowledgements on ordinary data packets.
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Figure 8: Fast Messages messaging layer performance
Comparing the messaging layers with and without ﬂow control in-
dicates that return-to-sender incurs little additional latency and only
moderate loss in bandwidth (see Figure 8). The entire FM layer
achieves
t0
= 4
:1
￿s,
r
1
= 21
:4MB/s, and
n1
2
= 54 bytes, a negligi-
ble difference from the performance of streamed + hybrid + buffer
management.
4.6 Comparative Performance
There are few messaging layers available on the Myrinet today; the
only major point of reference is the Myricom-supplied “Myrinet API.”
ThissoftwareispartofthestandardMyrinetsoftwaredistribution(ver-
sion 2.0, available in March 1995) and used to support their TCP/IP
implementations. Table 3 highlightssome of the differencesbetween
the two messaging layers.
16Feature Fast Messages 1.0 Myrinet API 2.0
Data Movement Direct from user
space
From user space,
DMA region, and
supports scatter-
gather operations
Delivery Guaranteed Not guaranteed
Delivery Order No guarantee Preserved
Reconﬁguration Manual Automatic,
continuous
Buffering Large number of
small buffers
Small number of
large buffers
Fault Detection Assumes reliable
network
Message
checksums
Table 3: Selected differences between Fast Messages and Myrinet
API
From the preceding discussion, it should be clear that adding
even the smallest feature to the LCP can exact a large penalty in
performance. The Myricom API includes many additional features,
each taking its toll on performance. For example, automatic net-
work remapping—machines can be added or removed from the net-
work without modifying any conﬁguration ﬁles—may be convenient
for users but can hurt the messaging layer’s performance. Also, syn-
chronization between the host and the LANai is expensive, yet must
be done frequently in the Myrinet API, to pass buffer pointers back
and forth.
The Myricom API’s greater functionality and host-LANai synchro-
nization structure translates to signiﬁcantly poorer performance than
FM’s (see Figure 9). The Myricom API presents two interfaces,
myri cmd send imm() which uses the processor to move data to
the LANai, and myri cmd send() which uses DMA. FM achieves
superior performance to both interfaces. The design of FM achieves
its goal of high performance for short messages reﬂected in low
values for
t0 and
n1
2. Myricom’s API has much greater basic la-
tency and half power message size, but achieves comparable band-
width at the peak. Speciﬁcally, for the Myricom API,
t0
=105.0
￿s,
r
1
=23.9MB/s3, and
n1
2
￿ 4
;409 bytes. For the modest sacriﬁce in
peak bandwidth, we have achieved a reduction of
n1
2 of two ordersof
magnitude.
3The Myricom API does not support message sizes large enough to accurately
measure
r
1, so we used the SBus write bandwidth.
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Figure 9: Fast Messages vs. Myricom’s API
5 Discussion
Our design goal for FM was low latency and high bandwidth for
short messages; as illustrated in Table 4, FM 1.0 achieves an
n1
2
of 54 bytes, delivering 10.7MB/s at this small packet size. Larger
packet deliver higher bandwidth at some penalty in latency – 512
byte packets deliver 19.6 MB/s, greater than OC-3 ATM, and com-
petitive with commercial massively-parallel machines. For example,
while FM’s latencies are larger than Active Messages on the CM-5,
the bandwidth is much higher. FM also compares favorablyto recent
MPPs [20, 21] in both bandwidth and latency.
While there may appear to be many design tradeoffs involving
performance for short or long messages (latency versus bandwidth),
the design of FM is a counterexample. Despite consistently favoring
low latency, the delivered peak bandwidth is within a few MB/s of
the Myricom API. In fact, it may be most advantageousto pick frame
sizes which deliver 80-90%of the achievable bandwidth;thereis little
bandwidth beneﬁt in going beyond this size, and FM shows that low
latencies are possible. Based on these considerations, we chose a
128-byte frame size for FM 1.0. Larger messages will require seg-
mentation and reassembly into frames of this size. Our approach
differs from the Generic Active Messages model [1] which provides
extremely short (4 word) messages and longer network DMA trans-
fers. Serendipitously, the FM frame size is close to the best size
for supporting TCP/IP and UDP/IP trafﬁc, where the vast majority of
packets would ﬁt into a single frame [5]. This presents the possibil-
18Messaging layer feature Performance metric
Stream SBus Buffer Flow switch()
t0
r
1
n 1
2
(
￿s) (MB/s) (bytes)
None 4.2 76.3 315
p
None 3.5 76.3 249
p
Hybrid 3.5 21.2 44
p
Hybrid
p
3.8 21.9 53
p
Hybrid
p
p
4.1 21.4 54
p
Hybrid
p
p
6.8 21.8 127
p
Hybrid
p
p
p
6.9 21.7 127
p
All DMA 7.5 33.0 162
Myrinet API (myri cmd send imm()) 105 23.9
￿ 4,4K
Myrinet API (myri cmd send()) 121 23.9
￿ 6,9K
Table 4: Summary of FM 1.0 performance data
ity that a single low-level messaging layer can support both efﬁcient
parallel computation and traditional protocols.
As mentioned in Section 4.5, return-to-senderis an optimistic ﬂow
control protocol. Its potentially high performance is based on the
assumption that the receiver polls the network in a timely manner,
removing packets before its receive queue ﬁlls. However, the cur-
rent implementation of return-to-sender implements rejection at the
host (the LANai was too slow), which eliminates the memory require-
ment beneﬁts. Interesting areas for future study include comparing
return-to-sender to traditional window protocols, and exploring other
dynamic ﬂow control schemes.
FM’s performance is a product of a design carefully optimized for
low latency, subject to the constraints of a particular workstation and
network interface architecture. However, we believe these design
tradeoffs not only apply to many systems today, they are likely to
apply to cluster systems in the future. Because of the advantages
of input/output bus network interfaces, the basic network interface
architectureaddressedby the design of FM is likely to persistin great
quantity. Further, the major factors that drove the FM design include
relative speed of host and coprocessor, performance of input/output
bus, memory capacity of coprocessor, and DMA restrictions. These
characteristicshaveeveryindicationofcontinuinginworkstationclus-
ter systems of the future.
Other researchers have built messaging layers for workstation
clusters, using other commercial hardware [30, 25]. FM on Myrinet
has performance beyond von Eicken et al.’s SPARCstation Active
19Messages(SSAM), which employs ATM interfacecards on the SBus.
SSAM achieves 26
￿s latency on 4-word messages, assuming a
10
￿s switch latency. Our measurements through an 8-port Myricom
switch achieve latencies of 25
￿s for 4-word messages and 32
￿sf o r
32-word messages. SSAM peaks at 7.5MB/s, while FM achieves
16.2MB/s for 32-word messages. Martin’s HP Active Messages
(HPAM) uses HP workstations with Medusa FDDI interface cards
on a high speed graphicsbus. This makes HPAM’s networkinterface
much closer to the processor and therefore, connected with much
higher bandwidth. Consequently, HPAM achieves a lower latency,
15
￿s for 4-word messages and peak bandwidth of 12MB/s. Despite
being hindered by an I/O bus network interface, FM delivers higher
bandwidth. HPAM’s hardware has the further advantage of signiﬁ-
cant memory (one megabyte versus 128 kilobytes for Myrinet) on the
interface card. This is a key difference which affects the buffering
protocols feasible in the two systems.
A number of other researchershave explored the developmentof
special hardware to achieve low latency/high bandwidth communica-
tion (MINI [16], FUNet [18], VUNet [19], etc.). However, these hard-
ware approaches have the drawback that they depend on speciﬁc
memory bus interfaces, and require signiﬁcant hardware investment.
FM demonstrates that decent performance can be achieved without
moving the interfaces closer to the host processor.
We believe that only modest architectural improvements are re-
quired to reduce the penalty of I/O bus interfaces further. The most
useful improvement would be to improve workstation performance
on SBus operations. Simply supporting burst-mode operations in
the write buffer across the MBus-SBus interface would provide DMA-
like bandwidth into the network enabling FM to achieve performance
close to that of streamed shown in Figure 3. In addition,accelerating
the LANai processor would reduce the serial overhead, a signiﬁcant
contributor to messaging latency. Building custom hardware that im-
plements the functionality of FM’s LCP is another means to reduce
that serialoverhead. Such custom hardwarewould provide trulycon-
current service for sends and receives for both the host and network
channel.
6 Conclusion
IllinoisFastMessages1.0isa highperformancemessaginglayerthat
achieves communication performance comparable to that of an MPP
on a workstation cluster connected with a Myrinet network. Because
workstations are not designed to deliver low latency communication,
we devised efﬁcient solutions to a series of critical issues: division
20of labor between host and network coprocessor, efﬁcient utilization
of the I/O bus, and implementation of scalable and efﬁcient schemes
for ﬂow control and buffer management. FM 1.0 demonstrates that it
is possible to ﬁnd solutions in the context of current-day workstation
and network interface architectures which deliver high performance.
Despiteourprogress,wepointouttwominorchangesthatwouldhave
a signiﬁcant impact on achievable network performance – improved
I/Obusperformancefornon-DMAoperationsanda moderatelyfaster
network interface processor.
7 Future work
FM 1.0 provides the starting point for a wealth of research in making
workstation clusters useful for parallelcomputation. There are signif-
icant outstanding questions about how to do ﬂow control and reliable
transmission efﬁciently. We are exploring the software and hardware
issues in extending FM to provide higher performance, multitasking
(protection), and preemptive messaging. In addition, delivering ef-
fective low-latency communication requires coordinated scheduling,
so we are exploring integrating messaging with the node scheduler.
FM is designed to support efﬁcient implementation of a variety of
communication libraries and run-time systems. To explore interface,
buffering, and scheduling issues, we are building implementations of
MPI [14], TCP/IP [10], and the Illinois Concert system’s runtime [8].
MPI is of growing popularity among application builders, presents
interesting collective communication operations, and there are efﬁ-
cient implementations to compare against [15]. TCP/IP is a legacy
protocol in widespread use. And the Illinois Concert system is a ﬁne-
grained programming system which depends critically on low-cost
high performance communication.
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A Theoretical Peak Performance of LANai
Theoreticalpeakperformancein FiguresFigure 3 (a) and(b) isbased
on the following measured performance characteristicsof the LANai.
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